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Field Validation of Algebraic Equations for Stack 
and Wind Driven Air Infiltration Calculations 

I.S. Walker, Ph.D. D.J. Wilson, Ph.D., P.E. 
Member ASHRAE Member ASHRAE 

Explicit algebraic equations for calculation of wind and stack driven ventilation were developed 
by parametrically matching exact solutions to the flow equations for building envelopes. These 
separate wind and stack effect flow calculation procedures were incorporated in a simple natural 
ventilation model, AIM-2, with empirical functions for superposing wind and stack effect, and for 
estimating wind shelter. There were three major improvements over previous simplified ventila
tion calculations: a power law pressure-flow relationship is used to develop the flow equations 
form first principles, the furnace or fireplace flue is included as a separate leakage site, and the 
mocf,el differentiates between houses with basements, slab-on-grade, and crawlspaces. Over 3400 
hours of measured ventilation rates from the test houses at the Alberta Home Heating Research 
Facility were used to validate the predictions of ventilation rates and to compare the AIM-2 pre
dictions to those of other ventilation models. The AIM-2 model had bias and scatter errors of less 
than 15% for wind-dominated ventilation, and less than 7% for buoyancy (stack-effect) domi
nated cases. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper derives the technical basis for the relationships used in the AIM-2 air infiltration 

model, and to describe the validation procedure used to evaluate its predictive skill. Some of the 
algebraic equations used in AIM-2 were presented in Walker and Wilson ( 1990a). A simplified 
version of AIM-2 has also been used for calculating attic ventilation rates by Walker et al. 
( 1995). However, no derivation or physical explanation of the relationships was given. 

AIM-2 combines ideas from previous ventilation models, particularly the LBL model of Sher
man and Grimsrud ( 1980) with new concepts originally developed by Walker ( 1989) that 
account for power law envelope leakage, separate flue/fireplace leaks and the differences 
between houses with basements, slab-on-grade, and crawlspaces. Also added are additional 
refinements regarding wind shelter calculations, and adjusting wind speeds from the measure
ment site to the building. 

Although AIM-2 has not been published in complete form, the algorithms have been used 
since they were listed by Walker and Wilson ( 1990a). AIM-2 is used in the HOT2000/ 
AUDIT2000 series of energy analysis programs produced by Natural Resources Canada (CHEA 
1994). AIM-2 has been used by other researchers in studies to model infiltration rates in residen
tial buildings. The predictions of AIM-2 were evaluated by comparisons with measured data by 
Palmiter and Bond (1994) and Palmiter et al. ( 1991), and by developing a simple method for 
combining natural and mechanical ventilation by Palmiter and Bond (1991).  In another study by 
Hamlin and Pushka (1994), the AIM-2 algorithms were used to predict infiltration rates for an 
indoor air quality model. 
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In the present study, over 3400 hours of measured ventilation rates in two houses were used to 
test AIM-2. This is part of the data base of ventilation measurements from six houses of the 
Alberta Home Heating Research Facility that includes houses with other magnitudes and dis tri
butions of leakage. The large set of measured data provided a wide range of weather conditions 
and house leakage distribu tions, in order to exercise all parts of the model. Large quantities of 
measured data were required for validation because of the substantial hourly variation of natural 
ventilation rates. 

The measured data were not used to tune coefficients in the AIM-2 model equations. Instead, 
the measurements were used to determine typical errors that might occur in calculating ventila
tion rates based on parameters that are easily determined for most houses. That is, rather than 
specifying the size and location of every leak (which is not possible in most practical situations) 
the parameters used in the model are the envelope leakage characteristics [usually deterrnihed 
using a fan pressufization test, e.g. , ASTM (1995) or CGSB (1986)] and simple estimates of the 
envelope leakage distribution. The evaluation also included comparison of  the measurements 
with other simple ventilation models. The other models included for comparison are: the LBL 
(USA) model (Sherman and Grimsrud 1980), the VFE (Canada), the variable n extensions of the 
LBL model by Yuill (1985) and by Reardon (1 989), the NRC (Canada) model of Shaw (1985), 
and the BRE (U.K.) model of Warren and Webb (1980). 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The development of the AIM-2 model began with deriving an exact numerical solution to the 

non-linear combined wind pressure and ·buoyancy-driven mass flow balance:into and out of the 
building. This exact solution is presented in the Appendix. The. algebraic relationships used in 
AIM-2 were then developed by trial and error as closed form approximations to this exact solution. 

For AIM-2, wind and stack effect flows were determined separately, then superposed as a 
sum of effective pressures, with a correction term that accounts for the interaction of wind and 
stack induced pressure. This wind and stack effect interaction term is the only empirical constant 
determined by comparing the AIM-2 equations to measured data . 
. The AIM-2 model iinproves estimates of air infiltration rates by incorporating a power law 
pressure-flow relationship, Q = Cl!!Pn, into the model from firstprinciples, ·This is done by treat
ing the furnace or fireplace flue as a separate leakage site with its own wind shelter, and by 
locating the flue outlet above the house (depending on the actual flue height), rather than group
ing the flue leakage with the other building leaks, as in other models. 

The following simplifying as ·sumptions were used in the development of the exact ventilation 
calculations. The btdlding. was a single, well mixed zone; wall leaks were evenly distributed 
over four walls, evenly distributed· with height, the flue was filled with air at indoor room tem
perature, and the flow through all building leaks was characterized by the same power law expo
nent of pressure n. 

In order to simplify the calculation of wind factor, the following assumptions 'were made 
about the pressure coefficients in crawl spaces and attics. Firstly, the pressure coefficient on the 
exterior floor oti the building in a crawl •space can be approximated by averaging the pressure 
coefficients on the four external surfaces of the crawl space: Secondly; the pressures ·on crawl 
spac!'( surfaces were the same as ·On the walls above them·on each side of the building. Also, the 
p�essure coeffici.!'(nt for the ceiling (i.e. for the attic) was assumed to be the average of the 
exposed atti.c roof and soffit .surfaces. 

. ' ' 

Determining Algebraic Approximations to Exact Nume�ic�� Solut�oµs I 

A.,!<;!<Y .part of. AJM12 .was the dtwelopment of the ·,algebraic appr�ximations to the exact 
numeric�! sol1,1tiQQS of tl,i,e flo.w: eqqations. Mgebraic functions wer.e chosen by looking at plots 

... 
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of the wind and stack factors' ifs andfw) dependence on the leakage location and pressure expo
nent parameters . A list of candidate algebraic functions that had the same shape and asymptotic 
limits was then made. The algebraic functions for each parameter were then chosen' sequentially, 
with the most significant parameters selected firs t. Less significant parameters were then com'
bined in such a way that they did not modify the existing functions. The functions for the most 
significant parameters were chosen to capture most of the variability (e.g., the dependence on 
wall leakage). The addition or multiplication of other functions were for secondary effects (e�g., 
the separate furnace flue leakage). Thus a composite function was built up with several primary 
functions embedded within it. The algebraic equations in this model were developed based on 
several guiding principals: 

• The functions had to retain .dimensional consistency. 
• .The functions had to be as simple as possible (e.g., no hyperbolic tangents) so that they could 

be used in engineering de��gn (spreadsheet) calculations. 
• The functions had be robust (i.e. that could. tolerate any possible inpµt parameter, e.g., limits 

of impermeable walls combined with leaky ceilings) and smooth, so as not to give unusual 
values for specific cases. 

• The constants and exponents were chosen to be integers, proper fractions or the leakage 
parameters themselves. 

Power Law Flo� Relationship 
The authors and others; including Beach (1979), Sulatisky (1984), and Warren· and Webb 

(1980) performed fan pressurization tests of houses. These tests, as well as theoretical consider
ations from Walker et al. ( 1996), showed that the orifice flow assumption used in the many infil
tration models is unrealistic, and that it is better to use a power law pressure-flow relationship: 

( 1 )  

The parameters C and n are usually found from fan pressurization tests of  the building. For a 
typical residential building n - 0.67, about midway in its range from n = 0.50 for orifice flow to 
n = 1 .0 for fully developed ll!,minar flow. 

Leakage Distribution 
Pioneering work by S herman and Grimsrlld (1980) introduced the idea of using a set of quan

titative parameters to describe the leakage distribution of a building envelope, and to determine 
the independent stack-driveLl and wind-dfi iven:flow rates in terms of stack and wind factors.fs 
and:fw� S herman and Grimsrud characterized the leakage distribution in terms of R, the fraction 
of the 4 Pa fan pressurization leakage area (A4) in the floor plus the ceiling, and X, the difference 
in leakage. between the floor and ceiling as fractions of the total leakage. They defined the 
"floor'' ·leakage·as those leakage sites that are located at (or near) the level of the building floor 
that rests o,n the basement walls,, slab-�n-grade, or crawlspac.e . .  The ''ceiling'' leakage includes 
the leakage sites that are at (or near) the ceiling level of the upper floor: of the· building. : 

:In AlM-2, the ifurJil:ace/fireplace flue.is treated'separately from the other leaks. and additional 
parameters are-introduced to ·acc:ount for this ·separate leak> the flue lefrage fraction Y and· a flue 
height parameter z1. The leakage dis tribution is specified in terms df the ratio parameters R, X, 
and Y, that are calculat� from the leaka�e coefficien.ts C,(l!'e' Cc, Cf'. a�� Cw, in Eq�ation (1) 
rather than from tlie AiJ- fe<ikage areas· . ·  · · · ' ' ' · ' ' ·  · ' '  · ' · ·. 

ExpliCit solutionnequire thti1assumption that the exponent 1fin Equadtm ( l )·is the sitinefor 
all leakage sites. In this case, the total 'leakage et)efflcient eis 'simply the algebraic sum 
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(2) 

Leakage distribution parameters are defined using the format suggested by Sherman (1980), 
but using C instead of leakage area A4, and with the addition of a separate flue fraction Y .  

y = 
cflue 

c 

ceiling - floor sum 

ceiling - floor difference 

flue fraction 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In addition to the distributed leakage of the building envelope expressed in terms of R, X, and 
Y, the normalized height z1 of the flue is given by 

Stack Effect Infiltration 

H 
z = _j '! H 

The flow induced by stack effect Q. is given by 
I . . ·\ 

where M8 is the driving pressure for buoyancy�driven stack-effect flow. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The stack factor/8 was determined using the numerical solution of the exact flow equations to 
calculate the stack driven ventilation rate flowrate Q8 in Equation (7) over a wide range of R, X, 
Y, z1, and flow exponent n. The algebraic approximation for stack factpr was developed (as dis
cussed earlier) to give the same general dependence offs on these pai:ameters as the numerical 
solution of the nonlinear flow balance !!quations. The resulting approximati<?h for fs is given by 
Equation (9). The functional form of this approximation was selected to produce the correct lim
its forfs when all leakage is concentrated in the walls (R = 0), or in the floor'a�d ceiling (R = 1), 
for the ceiling-floor difference ratio limits of X = +1.0, - 1 .0, and at the,X = 0 midpoint. 

where 

f = (1 +nR)(!_!AJi14)n+l +F. 
s n+l 2 2 

),{ = •[X+ (211 + J)Y{:.iof ,[X+ (2r. -1· !)Y]2 $ ( 
:, . 2--P. \ ·· .. 2.-R · . �;, 

(9) 

(10) 
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with a limiting value of 

M = 1 0 f [X + (2n + I) yJ2 1 . or 2-R 
> 

The additive flue function F is given by 

where 

X = R+2(l-R-Y)_2Y(Z-l)n 
e n+l 1 

I 
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( 1 1 )  

( 12) 

(13)  

The flue factor Fin Equation (9) is  always additive because the flue outlet is  the highest leak
age site and will always act to increase the ventilation flows. 

With very strong flue exfiltration, even the ceiling can become an infiltration site, through 
which attic air is drawn into the building. The variable Xe is the critical value of the ceiling-floor 
leakage difference X at which the neutral level (zero indoor to outdoor pressure difference) is 
located at the ceiling in the exact numerical solution. For X > Xe the neutral level will be above 
the ceiling, and air will flow in through the ceiling. For X < Xe room air will exfiltrate through 
the ceiling. (These flow directions assume T;n >Tout> and will be reversed if Tout> Tin·) The role 
of the flue in reducing ceiling exfiltration is evident from the contribution of the Y factor in 
Equation ( 13 ). 

The s tack factor fs from Equation (9) is shown in Figure 1 for typical values of n = 0.67, Z1= 
1 .5, and Y = 0.2, and for no flue, Y :;= 0. Figure 1 shows that treating the flue as a separate leakage 
site with a stack height above the ceiling has a significant effect on the stack factor fs· In addi
tion, Figure 1 shows the reduction infs as leakage becomes concentrated at single locations, i.e. 
when X = R. When R = 0 then X = 0 and only-a single point can be determined. In Figure 1, the 
value offs for R = 0 is given by a cross for the no flue case and by a star for Y = 0.2 . 

. 50 
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.... 
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t5 ,, . 
ro .30 �·--(,,) 

� .20 
••. fl 

. 1 0  

0.00 ................... __.__.___.____.____.__...-_._ _ _._�_._ _ _._�..._ .......... 
-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 -.0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

X, Ceiling-floor leakage difference 

Figure 1. AIM-2 [Equation (9)] ��-�ck facto_rif� "'.ith n_() f!ue,Ieakage (Y = 0) 
(solid line) and 20% of leakage in flue (Y = 0.2)', and z1 = 1.5 (dashed line) 
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Because the AIM-2 relationships for calculating!,. are approximations, they do not match the 
exact numerical solution perfectly. Differences between the stack factor estimated by Equation 
(9) and the exact numerical solution are about ±0.005 for a house with Y = 0 (no flue) to ±0.01 
for Y = 0.2. With fs typically about 0. 3, these differences represent errors of about ± l .5% in fs. 
The maximum difference between exact and approximate stack factors can be as high as 0.03, 
about 10% infs and in Qs. 
Wind Effect Infiltration 

For AIM-2 we proposed two different models, one for houses with basements or slab on grade 
construction, and another for houses with crawl spaces. The difference between the two models 
is the way the pressure coefficient is applied to the floor level leaks. For basement or slab on 
grade construction, the floor level leaks are split into four equal parts below each wall, each 
assumed to have the same pressure coefficient as the walls above them. For crawlspaces, the 
pressure coefficients on the four walls are averaged and used as the pressure coefficient in the 
crawlspace acting on the floor level leakage between the house and the crawlspace. For both 
cases the wind pressure coefficients measured by Akins et al. ( 1979) wind tunnel simulations 
were used for the walls of the building. 

The attic pressure coefficient in AIM-2 was assumed to be an eave-length weighted average 
of the pressure coefficients on the eave and end wall vents, and the roof surface vents. The eave 
vents were assumed to have the same· pressure as the adjacent wall. The attic roof vents were 
assumed to have a size equal to the sum of the eave vents. 

These algebraically averaged wirid pressure coefficients imply a linear relationship between 
pressure and flow, which is clearly not true if n � 1 in Equation (1) .  The errors caused by alge
braically averaging pressure coefficients were determined by applying the exact non-linear flow 
balancing equations to find the actual pressure coefficients on the floor and ceiling required to 
balance the flow in and out of attics or crawlspaces. The algebraic average pressure coefficient 
for the four walls of a square building �hh the wind normal to the upwind wall (the most 
extreme·case) was - 0.25, using pressure coefficients from Akins et al. ( 1979). The exact equa
tions showed that the actual pressure.coefficient required to balance the flows was -0.3, with n 
= 0.67. This result showed,that a simple algebraic average of wall pressure coefficients was suf
ficiently accurate to define crawl space or attic pressures. 

Wind Shelter Effect on Wind Pressures 
The wind induced infiltration rate Qw is given by 

where M w is given by 

2 Po1a<SwU) 
, • t"J.P,., = 2 

( 1 4) 

(15) 

L?cal s�ielqing by m:arby buildings, trees .and obstructicms is difficult to estimate by inspect-: 
ing the building site, and uncertainty in estimating the local shelter coefficient Sw is often the 
major source of error in estimating wind driven infiltration flow rates. Previous ventilation stud
ies have included shelter only in broad classes, with. sharp changes from class to class. For 
exaJ!lple, Sherman and Grimsrud (1980) used a l�ok-up table with five descriptive classes of 
shelter such as "Light local shielding' with few obstructions". · 
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To allow for changes in wind shelter with wind direction, AIM-2 uses the shelter interpolation 
function suggested by Walker and Wilson (199 l )  to detennine the shelter for the building Swo· 
This function takes estimates of wind shelter for winds perpendicular to each side of the build
ing and calculates wind shelter for any intermediate angle. Swo is combined in AIM-2 with a dif
fererit coefficient (Swflue) for the top of the flue stack to give an improved estimate of the total 
shielding. These wind shelter factors are combined linearly: 

( 1 6) 

where the factor 1 .5 is an empirical adjustme11t found by comparing the AIM-2 iµodel predic
tions to the exact numerical solution where each leakage site has its own pressure coefficient 
and shelter. Swflue = 1 .0 for an unsheltered flue, which protrudes above surrounding obstacles, 
and Swflue = Swo for a flue top lhat has the same wind shelter as the building walls. With no flue, 
Y = 0 and Sw = Swo· 

Table 1 gives the AIM-2 wind shelter factor estimates for winds perpendicular to the sides of 
the building. This table uses the same shielding class description suggested by Sherman and 
Grimsrud ( 1980), with the addition of a new class of "complete shielding". However, it is 
important to noteJhat although the terrain classes are the same, the shelter values in Table 1 are 
not the same as Sherman and Grimsrud's "generalized shielding coefficient". 

Shelter Coefficient, 

Sw 
1.00 

0.90 

0.70 

0.50. 

0.30 

Table 1. Estimates of Shelter Coefficient 

Description 

J\io obstructions or local shielding 
'Light local shielding with few obstrictions within two buildin_g heights 
Local shielding with many large obstructions within two building heights 
Heavily shielded; many large obstructions within one building height 
Compl'ete shielding with large buildings immediately adjacent 

.
.. 

Adjusting Windspeed for Local Terrain 
The pressure coefficients used to find f w were taken from wind tunnel tests. For most wind 

tunnel tests the wind pressure coefficient Cp was calculated using a reference wind speed at 
eaves height H. Most meteorological data is measured at greater heights and must be converted 
to the eave height to account for the change in windspeed with height in the atmospheric bound
ary layer. Walker and Wilson ( 1990b) showed how meteorological windspeeds measured 
remotely from the building site can be converted to an eaves height windspeed at the building, 
assuming a power law boundary layer wind velocity profile. Wieringa (1980) recommended 
using the wind peed at the top of the con tant he11r stress surface layer when converting wind 
speeds from one location to another. Wierlnga efstlmated tbi·s height lo be about 80 m plus the 
area-averaged height c\ of the roughness elements between the two locations. 

Using this reference· height, the relatiorlship for converting'rurport wi'ndspeed's to'lo2�rcondi-
tionsiis f· t .; • ... • � ', ·,i, · · ' ·  · · �·- :;· ,_ . · ·:. ' 

: ' "sb ·o : . · , .. ·" 
·· 

. U "=' (�)Pm�'(,____!!._)P u· : , .·, 
H111c1 ' .. \80 :+Oz ", m�!,. " ·' , ·, 
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p and Pmet depend on windspeed, ground roughness, solar insolation, and atmospheric stability. 
Irwin ( 1979) gave values of p from 0.1 2  to 0.4 7 for a wide range of conditions. For typical urban 
housing he proposed using p - 0.3, and for meteorological stations located at airports or other 
exposed sites p - 0. 15 .  

Houses with Basements or Slab-on-Grade Construction 
The wind factor fiv was found by us ing lhe exact flow balance equations to determine Qw 

numerically. fw was Lhen determi ned by rearranging Equation ( 14) and substituting this value of 
Qw and the appropriate value of !J..P w· The approximating function for f w was generated using 
the methods discussed earlier, by calculating f w over a wide range of leakage parameters and 
finding functional forms that would reproduce the same characteristic dependence on the leak
age location and pressure exponent. 

The exact numerical solution for f w• and its approximating function depend on the set of wind 
pressure coefficients used. In AIM-2, the wind pressure coefficients from Akins et al. ( 1979) 
and the flue cap pressure coefficient from Haysom and Swinton ( 1987) were used. Using these 
pressure coefficients,fw was found to be approximated by 

where 

[ (X + R)(� 
-

y )] Y 4 fw = 0. 19(2-n) 1 - -
2
- -4(J-2YJ) 

J = 
X+R+2Y 

2 

( 1 8) 

(19) 

The functional form for f w was chosen to produce the correct behavior for the limiting values 
of all leakage concentrated in ei ther walls, floor or ceiling, and for X = 0 where the floor and 
ceiling leakage arc equal. The flue height z1 doe not appear in Equation ( 1 8) because flue 
height is only felt very weakly through the change in windspced at the flue/fireplace outlet. 

The wind factor calculated using Equation ( 18) is shown in Figure 2 for n = 2/3, Y = 0.2, and 
for no flue (Y = 0). This figure shows that there is little effect on wind factor f.v when the flue 
leakage is considered as a hole in the ceiling venting into the auic (equivalent to Y = 0) or as a 
separate leakage site with its own flue cap pressure coefficient above the roof (Y = 0.2) . In the 
same way as for the stack factor, when R = 0 then X = 0 and only a single point can be deter
mined. In Figure 2, the value offw for R = 0 is given by a cross for the no flue case and by a star 
for Y = 0.2. It will be shown later that the major advantage of the separate flue leakage site for 
wind effect is to allow i t  to have different wind shelter than the rest of the building. 

As with the stack factor, there are differences for the wind effect between the exact numerical 
solution and the approximating equations. A typical difference in wind factors was found to be 
about ±0.005, or withf,v typically 0.2, an error of ±2.5%. Thus, the maximum error in fw is 
about ±0.02 or about ± 10%. 

Houses With Crawl Spaces , 
For a· house ·with a crawl space,. the· pressure inside the crawl space was approximated in 

AIM-2 by the average of. the four walls; which changed the dcpcr;dcmce«?f f.v on X and R. Using· 
this a sumpllon· changed both the exact ·numc ical so:u tion (see Appendix) and the requ ired' 
approximaling function. Tlereforc a different vind fa.ctor was required for hous s· with craw.I· 
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X, Ceiling-floor leakage difference 
Figure 2. AIM-2 [Equation (18)] wind factor f w with no flue leakage (Y=O) 

(solid line) and with 20% of leakage in flue (Y = 0.2), and Z1= 1.5 (dashed line) 
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spacesfwC' The algebraic approximation forfwc was developed using the same methods asfs and 
f wand is given by: 

where 

... ,., a:rt� 
. , .. 

fwc = 0.19(2-n)X*R*Y* 

R* 1-R(� + 0.2) 

X* 

,1 I 

Y* = r'--I 
4 

' 3 

1 �· [(� � �sfJ4 

x = . s . 
h- R _(SY .5 . 

:1·· 
.':' j 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

" 

(24) 
'I •\ 

The critical value of the .flcwr-ceiling r:liffen;nce fraction Xcrit• above whichfwc does tiot change 
withXis,given by ,. . 1 .'• " 

; , : . ' ! I 
Xcrit = 1 -2Y 

In the AIM-2 approximation, if X > Xcrit then X is set equal to Xci-ii· ·· ' ' ·  1• '1 

(25� 

. For the. case where all the leaks are in the. walls<(R .:i:; 0) 'the wind ·factor fot1houses with cniwl 
spaces sho11ld 'bs th.I'? sarile•asihouses wi1hm1t craw'l spaces; Usin:g Equation (21)-for this ca!ie'is 

fwc = 9.276, r.vhich,is 3% less than fop a: house •With .no crawl space:- Tue small difference repre� 
ssntJ! the error �used by 1.1siqg.approximating functJions forfw·an'clfw�· · . . ''' :·•-. ·.1· 
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Three other wind tunnel data sets, ASHRAE (1989), Liddament (1986), and Wiren ( 1984), 
for wall and roof pressure coefficients were also used to find numerical solutions for f w· These 
other sets of pressure coefficients produce wind factors that are functionally the same, but that 
have a difference in the magnitude of the leading coefficient 0. 19 in Equations ( 16) and ( 1 8). 
The two extreme results were taken from Wiren's and ASHRAE's data sets. These produce 
values offw that are respectively 10 to 20% larger and 10 to 20% smaller compared to the values 
offw found using the data set from Akins et al. 

The exact numerical flow balance equations were used to estimate the variability off w with 
wind direction. These exact calculations of the ventilation rate for each wind direction using 
pressure coefficients from Akins et al. introduced a variability in fiv of about ± 10% with wind 
direction. The AIM-2 model neglects these wind direction effects. 

Combining Wind and Stack Effect Flows 
The superposition technique used in AIM-2 adds the stack and wind driven flows non-lin

early, as if their pressure differences added. It also introduces an extra term to accoun� for the 
interaction of the wind and stack effects in producing the internal pressure that acts to balance 
the flows in and out of the building. The AIM-2 model uses a simple, first-order, neutral pres
sure-level shift that produces the superposition: 

(26) 

where Q is the total flow due to combined wind and stack effects (m3/s), and B1 is lhe stack and 
wind effect interaction coefficient, assumed constant. A study of superposition effects in air 
infiltration models was performed by Walker and Wilson (1993) to show that simple pressure 
addition superposition with B1 = 0 can produce as little bias as the superposition technique used 
here. However, further parametric studies have shown that the interaction term with B1 :;<: 0 is 
necessary when applied over a wider range of leakage distributions. 

The constant B1 was determined empirically using direct measurements' of air infiltration. 
Analysis of data from the six test houses in several different leakage configurations for periods 
where Qs and Qw were approximately equal, suggested that a reasonable estimate for B 1 is 
-0.33. As discussed further in Walker and Wilson ( 1993), this analytical method involved least 
squares fitting to data at low temperature differences to determine the relationship between wind
speed and measured ventilation rate, and similarly, using low windspeed data to determine an 
empirical relationship between the temperature difference and the measured ventilation rate. 
These empirical relationships were then used to calculate Qs and Qw for any wind speed or tem
perature difference. Equation (26) was then used to estimate the total ventilation rate and com
pare it to the measured ventilation rate for different values of B 1. The value of Bi' used here 
proved to be the most appropriate over a wide range of leakage distributions. However, different 
values of B 1 would give better results for some specific leakage distribulion , so this valu of Bi" 
is not universal it just represents the br,st com promise for the widest range of cenditions. Fortu
nutcly, the agreement between measured and predicted venulalion rates was not very sensitive to 
the value ofB1 because it is a seco nd order effect (compared to the sensitivity to j� a nd /,., for 
example). Given the scatter in measured datn, selection of olher values for B 1 did not make much 
difference to the comparison of measured and predicted val ties; Because BI is negative it reduces 
the total infiltration ra,te. from the level predicted ·by. a simple sum of pressure superposition. 

It is important to keep in mind that the interaction coefficient B 1 is the :only constant that .was 
determined empirically from the measured illfiltration :data.• Model evaluation, described 'in· the· 

... 
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following section used data sets chosen to be dominated by wind or stack effects, so that interac
tion term in Equation (24) involving the empirical coefficient B1 was negligible. In this way, the 
model could be tested against  independent infiltration measurements that played no part in its 
development. 

Comparison of AIM-2 With Other Ventilation Models 
The other models included for comparison to AIM-2 and measured data were: th "e LBL 

(USA) model (Sherman and Grimsrud 1980), the VFE (Canada), the variable n extensions of the 
LBL model by Yuill ( 1985) and by Reardon (1989), the NRC (Canada) model of Shaw (1985), 
and the BRE (U.K.) model of Warren and Webb (1980). 

The two models that most closely resemble AIM-2 use variable leakage dis tributfon. They are 
orifice flow model from Sherman and Grimsrud (1980) (often referred to as the LBL model), 
and a variable flow exponent model, adapted by Reardon (1989) from Yuill's (1985) extension 
of Sherman's model that used a powei: law for envelope leakage. The significant differences 
between AIM-2 and Sherman's and Yuill's models are: 

• AIM-2 does not assµme a zero pressure coefficient for the attic or floor level leaks. 
• AIM-2 differentiates between houses with crawl spaces and those with ba,sements or 

slab-on-grade construction. 
• In AIM-2 the furnace flue is incorporated as a separate leakage site, at a normalized height z1 

above the floor. 
• AIM-2 uses a power law pressure-flow relationship. 
• AIM-2 includes a wind-stack pressure interaction term that accounts empirically for the 

building internal pressure. 

The tw.o 9ther ventilation models includ� in this paper for comparison do not allow for vari
able leakage distribution. A model .. developed in the U.K. by Warren and Webb. (1980) gave 
three different stack and wind factors, based on the buildi11g configuration: detached, 
semi-detached, and terraced (row houses). The model developed by Shaw (19 .85) calculated 
s tack and wind flow rates using ,c::oefficients fitted to mt;asured data at a single test house. 

Evaluation of M�dels with Me�sured A�r Infiltration . . f . • , .  " I  

AIM-2 and the 0ther models were evaluated by comparing predictions to air infiltration mea" 
sureme11.ts in two· houses at the Alberta Home Heating Research Facility. Continuous hourly 
infiltration measurements were carriec:I out in the test houses using a constant concentration S F6 
tracer g11i; injectiQn wstem in each house described in detail by Wilson and Dale (1985) and 
Wi.!,son and Walker (1992). The test houses were single-story,.wood frame construction with full 
poured concrete l)ast;ments; they were numbered four,:and five at the test .facility. An:important 
asp�ct of th� test fadlity is that .the houses were situated 1 in' rural terrain. Because the houses 
were. i�l- a,n eas.t�west row they were .unshelt�red for .winds from the North and South and pro-
vided strong shelter for. each other for,east and west winds. : , 

Ertvelope1 leakage characteris tics were measured in the tw.o houses using a fan pressurization 
test over the range from 1 Pa to 75 Pa, from which C,1n, and the4 Pa:leakage areaA4 were deter· 
mined (see Table 2) .. To remove the effect.of building size , 0n the. predictions the ventilation 
rates were-cqmverled from m�/s to air changes per hour (ACH).by·dividing by the building· vol-
ume (approximately ·220 ml for the test houses in this study}. ' , ' ' 1 1 

The leakage distribution· was estimated by visual inspection at the testfacility. For HQUSe #4 
with the flue blo.cked it was estimated ·that R ::!:: 0 :5;,X ,,,,- O; ,Y =. Q,• For House #4 with a 75 mm 
diameter -orifice in a. LSO mril.:'diameter flue .it·:Was•estimated.th.at R. = ;0. 3/X = 0, Y = 0.4! For 
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Table 2. House Leakage Characteristics 

House Flow Coefficient, Flow Exponent, Leakage Area at 
Number Flue Configuration C, m3/( ·Pa") n 4 Pa (4.4), cm2 

4 Closed 0.007 0.70 65 

4 Open with 75 mm diameter orifice 0.010 0.66 93 

5 Open with 150 mm diameter flue 0.020 0.58 158 

House #5 with a 150 mm diameter flue R = 0.1 ,  X = 0, Y = 0.6. Later, the variability in R and X 
produced by having different people make these estimates will be discussed. 

The models were compared by testing their ability to predict wind and stack dominated venti
lation rates separately. The effects of different superposition methods for combining wind and 
stack effect were discussed elsewhere by Walker and Wilson (1993). The ability of the models 
to predict average hourly ventilation rates for given ambient weather conditions is shown by 
their bias and scatter compared to the measured data. 

The measured data was sorted into bins covering 5 °C indoor to outdoor temperature differ
ence for stack dominated ventilation and 1 mis wind speed ranges for wind dominated ventila
tion. The criteria for wind dominated ventilation were U > 1.5 mis and 6.T < 1 0°C. For stack 
dominated ventilation the criteria were U < 1.5 mis and 6.T > 10°C. To be able to sort for high 
and low wind speeds and temperature differences, and still provide enough data for binning, a 
large number of hours of ventilation monitoring were required. For this s tudy 2201 hours were 
measured in House #4, and 1254 in House #5. Large quantities of data were required due to the 
substantial hourly variation in ventilation rates . 

The average weather conditions for each bin were used as the input values to the models and 
the model predictions for a given bin were compared to the average measured ventilation rate in 
the bin. Bias indicates the average error that would be obtained over a long time period if each bin 
of wind speed or temperature difference were equally likely to occur. Scatter is the variation 
between the predicted and measured averages frorrt'bin to bin, and is an indicator of how well the 
models follow trends in the data if the bias is removed. The bias can be thought of as the error in 
proportionality constants, and the scatter as the error in the functional form of the models. 

The predictions of AIM-2 and the other four models were compared to measured data in 
Table 3 for unsheltered conditions (north and south winds) for House #5 with a 150 mm diame
ter flue, and for House #4 with the flue blocked. These results show that AIM-2 has the best 
overall performance for houses both with and wjthout furnace flues. For houses with a flue, 
AIM-2 is clearly superior because the furnace .flue is treated as a separate leakage site with its 
own wind pressure and wind shelter coefficients. For the VFE and LBL models the furnace flue 
leakage is assumed to be in the ceiling. The other two models do not separate the leakage by 
location on the building envelope so that the flue leakage is simply included in the total leakage 
for the building, and not concentrated at a single location. The same· data used to calculate bias 
and scatter in Table 3 are shown in Figures 3 and 4 with binned data where the lnean is shown 
by a square symbol and one standard deviation by error bars. 

Figure 6 compares the windspeed dependence of the models for House #5 with an open 150 
mm diameter flue where the house is heavily sheltered (east and west·winds). All the models 
except AIM-2 significantly under-predict the wind effect infiltration rate Qw because they can
not have an unsheltered flue outlet with a· sheltered building. ' 

The same data points that were· binned for Figure 6 are· shown indhddually in Figure 5. This 
shows the amount of variation present in the measured data· and the need for data binning for 
model comparisons. The measured variation was mainly due:to the wind speed and direction 
variability during the one hour averaging period for the measured data.where-one standard devi-

.. 
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ation for a single1bin {a range of wind speeds of 1 mis) is about 0.04 ACH. The uncertainty of 
the'infiltration measurements themselves was about ±5% or ±0.004 ACH (from W:ilson and 
Dale 1985): Table 4 presents1 a. summary of the bias and scatter for each mode! ;for wind domi,
nated sheltered buildings, along with model predictions for a house without a flm<, The models 
of Shaw, Warren, and Webb over-predict in part becaus.e theY, are incapable of accounting for 
the variation in leakage. distribution. . , . ,  1 

Figure 7 illusttates the temperature difference dependence of th.e mod!:)ls Jo�. Hous� _#4 with _a 
75 mm diameter restriction orifice in the flue, and Table 5 .presents ;a sumJ,l'ilfil)' of the btas and 
scatter for stack dominated 1.1entilatiou. i AIM-2 gave the, bes.t .over,all agre�)1le11.t because it 
allowed the flue leakage to:be above the ceiling height for: stac;k effect,. Table 5 also inc,;)udes the 
model errors for .stack-dominated .ventilation in House :M5 wit!UJ.O flue,. As with winq dominat\:d 
ventilation, the assumptions:about leakage distributi0,1rnnd, model coefficients from limited, data 
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Figure 5. Comparison of AIM-2 with unbinned measured data for shielded 
windspeed dependence (east and west winds) in House #5 (with open 150 mm 

diameter flue, !1T < 10 K, U > 1.5 mis, and 461 hours of unbinned data) 
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Figure 6. Comparison of ventilation models with measured data for shielded 
windspeed dependence (east and west winds) in House #5 (with open 150 mm 

diameter flue, f!..T < 10 K, and U > 1.5 mis for 461 hours) 

sets introduced large errors into the model predictions of Shaw and Warren and Webb. In most 
cases the LBL model had the greatest scatter. This was because its assumption of orifice flow for 
the building envelope produces an incorrect variation in ventilation rate with wind speed ·and 
temperature difference. 

Sensitivity to Leakage.Distribution . 
One of.the most difficult input parameters to estimate is the distribution of leakage between 

the floor, walls and .ceiling. To estimate the magnitude of variation likely to occur in ventilation 
r!ltes predicted using different leakage distributions, an informal survey of .the staff working at 
J\lbl(rta Home Heating Reseai;cl) Facility was, conducted, .The survey resulted in eight different' 
estimates of leakage distribution for House #4. 
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Table 3. Differences Between Model Predictions and Measured Data for Binned Averages 
on Wind Dominated Ventilation for Unsheltered Buildings at AHHRF 

House 4: No Flue (285 hours) House 5: 150 mm Flue (279 hours) 

Model Bias Scatter Bias Scatter 

AIM-2 10% 3% - 8% 4% 
(0.008 ACH) (0.0Q2 ACH) ( - 0.022 ACH) (0.01 1 ACH) 

LBL (Sherman) 34% 18% - 20% ; 6% 
(0.01 8  ACI:J) (0.016 ACH) (-0.06 1 ACH) (0.01 6  ACH) 

VFE (Yuill/Reardon) 25% 4% - 22% 3% 
(0.022 ACH) (0.003 ACH) ( -0.059 ACH) (0.009 ACH) 

.. 

Shaw 45% 2% - 12% 8% 
(0.038 ACH) (0.002 ACH) (- 0.038 ACH) (0.017 ACH) 

Warren and Webb 4% 5% - 19% 2% 
' .  (d.005 A.CH) · (0.003 ACH) ( - 0.05 1 ACH) (0.009 .ACH) 

, ,  

The estimated leakage distributions covered a range of 10% to 45% for floors, 35% to 60% for 
walls, and 20% to 40% for the ceiling. These were significant changes in leakage distribution and 
indicat.ed the uncertainty wjth whic;h these values may oe estimated, even by people familiar with 
the str11c;tur� ip.,question. Thi.s .i;a]J.ge. of leakage distribution par,ameters resulted in predicted ven
tilatiQn rates from 0.91 to 0. 105 ACH,.or:about ±7% of the average. However, due to the imnlinear 
nature of ventilation flows this relatively small uncertainty occurs only if the leakage distribution 
is varied over a reasonable range. Putting all of the leakage in a single location can cause large 
changes in calculated ventilation rate. e.g. putting all of the leakage tin the ceiling Would result in 
�ero ve�tilation because . . aU pf the leakage 'IVould expe�ii,ncy. t,he sar,ne pressure difference. , ' 

• Errors .due to, leakage· distribution estimates W(lre .reduced for houses with furnace an:d fire
place flues because ·a, significant prnportion of the leakage ha's• a' Spt'lcific, well-known,- size· and 
locatiolil., This analysis showed '.that estimates of -leakage' distributiM' are n:dt critical unless 
extreme values are used. · '  · ·' ' ; , · '· · 1  • • • • • "  : 
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Table 4. Model Errors for Binned Averages of Wind Dominated Ventilation for a 
Sheltered Building at AHHRF 

House 4: No Flue (464 hours) House 5: 150 mm Flue (461 hours) 

Model Bias Scatter Bias Scatter 

AIM-2 2% 14% -12% 4% 
(0.003 ACH) (0.006 ACH) (-0.041 ACH) (0.01 1 ACH) 

LBL (Sherman) 1 1 %  14% -60% 28% 
(0.002 ACH) (0.008 ACH) (-0.199 ACH) (0.078 ACH) 

VFE (Yuill/Reardon) -27% 7% -66% 23% 
(-0.014 ACH) (0.004 ACH) (-0.215  ACH) ' (0.063 ACH) 

Shaw 65% 13% '--29% ' 30% 
(0.030 ACH) (0.007 ACH) (-0.122 ACH) (0.084 ACH) 

Warren and Webb 43% 24% -35% 6% 
(0.027 ACH) (0.01 1 ACH) (-0. 1 12 ACH) (0.014 ACH) 

Table 5. Model Errors for Binned Averages of Stack Dominated Ventilation 

House 4: 75 mm Flue (102 hours) House 5: No F'lue (74 hours) 

Model Bias Scatter Bias Scatter 

AIM-2 -3% 2% 1 %  7% 
(-0.005 ACH) (0.002 ACH) (0.001 ACH) (0.005 ACH) 

LBL (Sherman) -14% 7% 24% 12% 
(-0.019 ACH) (0.008 ACH) (0.015 ACH) (0.009 ACH) 

VFE (Yuill/Reardon) -26% 2% 4% 7% 
(-0.032 ACH) (0.002 ACH) (0.002 ACH) (0.005 ACH) 

Shaw 42.6% 2% 45% 7% 
(0.051 ACH) (0.002 ACH) (0.032 ACH) (0.005 ACH) 

Warren and Webb -44% 5% -22% 9% 
(-0.054 ACH) (0.006 ACH) (-0.Dl 8  ACH) (0.007 ACH) 

CONCLUSIONS 
A simple algebraic model, AIM-2, was developed to calculate ventilation rates from weather 

conditions and building lea�age parameters. The explicit relationships in AIM-2·were developed 
to reproduce the results of numerical solutions of the ex;ict flow balance equations: Over 3400 
hours of measured ventilation rates were used to validate the AIM-2 pr,edictions. By comparing 
the performance of AIM-2 to both measured data and other simple ventilation models the fol" 
lowing conclusions can be made: 

• The power law flow relationship and the separate treatment of the furnace flue were signifi
cant improvements, reducing errors by up to a factor of five. 

• Including the furnace flue (or fireplace) as a separate leakage site allows AIM-2 to account 
for the effect of the flue on natural ventilaticm rates better than the other simple models tested 
in the paper. This is because the furnace flue i's located at a different height for stack effect 
and has its own wind pressure coefficic11l and wind shelter factor. 

• Us�1g a power law p.ressurc-flmv relationship e1;surcs that Aify'l-2 h&s. the apprppriate. func
tional form for the dependence of ventilation rate on the wind and stack pressures. 

• Typical differences between measured ventilation rates and AIM-2 model predictions were 
about ± IO% 

· 
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APPENDIX: EXACT NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO FLOW EQUATIONS 
AIM-2 and this numerical solution use the same method of separating leak location and gen

erating stack and wind effect pressures. The numerical ventilation model explicitly states the 
flow through each leak location as a function of the amount of leakage at that location and the 
effective wind and stack pressures acting at that location. The effective pressure across the leak 
includes the change in interior pressure of the building required to balance the flows in and out 
through the envelope. The change in interior pressure is common to the flows for all the leaks 
and is determined numerically so that the inflow through the envelope is equal to the outflow. 
Once this internal pressure is known, then the flows through all the leaks and the total .ventila
tion flow are also known. Combining this total flow with the total envelope leakage and the 
wind and stack effect pressures allows the calculation of wind and stack factors Uw andfs) deter
mined from an exact numerical solution. 

Stack Effect 
The following example calculation shows:how the exact equations were developed. In this 

case, Tin > Tout and the neutral pressure plane lies below the ceiling. The same approach was 
used for other cases, but not given here, for brevity. The height of each leak was given in 
non-dimensiona\ized form (Z). It was non-dimensionalized by dividing by the height of the ceil
ing above grade. At the neutral pressure plane: Z = Z0• 
Cei l ing leaks have outflow. 

Qceiling 
Floor leaks have inflow. 

The furnace/fireplace flue(s) have outflow. 

C llPn( l  - Z  )n c s 0 (A,l )  

(A2) 

(A3) 

The walls have inflow· below the neutral level and outflow above it. Also, the flow generated 
by rhe pressure difference profile must be integrated over the w·all due to the non-linearity of 
flow with pressure. For tHis integnttion, an element of the wall was determined by its fraction of 
the total wall height and is giyen by: 

' J  

' I 

' • I , 

ir . ·� :· 

.Thi�, fractiol)'al wall, height was �xpressed in norn;limensional height 
)' · : 1  

dZ = .dzlH 

• I 

. ' 
�A4) 

(AS) 

Assuming that the leaks are evenly distributed with height bver the wall, . then the iricremerital 
flow dQ;,, to be i11tegrated be�bmes · · ' " ' · • · · · ·, · · 

•' 
" . . {A6) 
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Below the neutral level the infiltration flow is 

(A7) 

Perfonning the integration gives 

(A8) 

Similarly, for flow out above the neutral level 

(A9) 

Equations (Al),  (A2), (A3), (A8) and (A9) can be written in tenns of R, X, and Y, and all the 
inflow tenns grouped together to give 

Q 
. = CMn[(R - X) z"_ 

+ 
( 1 - R - Y )  z"_ + l] 

sta ckin s 2 o n + 1 o 

Similarly for the outflows 

Q = C!iPn[(R + X)( l - Z )n ( 1 - R - Y )( l - Z )n + l Y(Z - Z )n] stacko ut s 2 o + /1 + I o + 'f o 

(AlO) 

(Al l) 

Setting the inflows and outflows equal gives a single equation, with a single unknown Z0 

(A12) 

Z0 ,was found using a Newton-Raphson technique. 

The net infiltration rate was found by averaging the inflow and outflow together and substitu t� 
'fo.g Equation (A12)'for X. After considerable algebraic manipulation, the stack factor was given 
� I 

z"_( l  � z  )11( 1 + nR - y ) +Y(Z - Z  )11z"_ 
0 0 11 + 1 'f 0 0 

Is = ��������������-

z o + ( l  - Z0)11 
(Al3) 

The neutral level determined from.the solution to Equation (Al2) was substituted iri·Equation 
(Al3) to obtain a nurnerical value of the stack factor. 
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Wind Effect 
For wind effect, the pressure across each leak was determined by the pressure coefficient on 

the exterior surface Cp; and the interior pressure coefficient Cp;n that acts to balance the inflows 
and outflows. For leak i 

(A14) 

The wind induced flow at each leakage site was then determined by the flow coefficient for each 
site and the pressure difference calculated using Equation (Al4). Setting the inflow and outflow 
to be equal resulted in a single equation that is solved for the interior pressure coefficient. 

Each Cp was taken from measured wind tunnel data. The ceiling Cp and floor Cp were dis
cussed in the main text. The flue pressure coefficient of -0.5 was taken from measured data by 
Haysom and Swinton ( 1987) and was corrected for the increased wind speed at the flue top com
pared to the reference wind speed at eaves height. Using the exponent p from the boundary layer 
wind profile 

2p Cpflue = -0.5Zf (Al5) 

A value of p = 0.17 was used here. Assuming a slab on grade or basement house the flow for the 
walls and floors is given by Equation (Al6). 

(Al6) 

The procedure for a crawlspace is the same except that the floor level leaks were expressed 
separately. The flow for the ceiling was given by 

(Al7) 

and the flow through the flue(s) was 

(A1 8) 

Cp;n is then found by grouping the inflows and' outflows together (by looking at the sign of 
the pressure differ�ns;e, across, e�c_h leak) and ,equ��ing; tl;tem. The .. resulting;, equatipn was then 
splv,ed using a Newt�n-Raphson .�umerical technique. The resulting flows were then used to 
determine the wind factorfw· 

NOMENCLATURE 
effective leakage area for 4.0 Pa pressure dif- Cc 
'ference, m2 
area of wall i, m2 

wind and stack effect pressure interaction 
,coefficient 

' 11!akage now coefficient C of ceiling, 
m3/(s·Pa") at H . 

·Jeakage now coefficient c of floor level 
leaks, 111)/(s·Pa") 
leakage flow coefficient C of flue and fire-

c flow coefficient, m3/(s·Pa") 
places, m3/(s·Pa") at fl! '. 

C(\I ' , lenkage of walls, 1113/(s·.Pa") 
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Cp wind pressure coefficient 
Cpceiling wind pressure coefficient for ceiling leaks 
Cpflue wind pressure coefficient for flue/fireplace 

top 
Cp; wind pressure coefficient for leak i 
Cp;11 wind pressure coefficient for inside building_ 
CPwall, i  wind pressure coefficient for wall ifs stack 

factor 
wind factor fw 

fwc 
F 
g 
H 

wind factor for a house with a crawlspace 
flue function 
gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
ceiling height of top story above floor (same 
as eaves height), m 

Hf height of flue outlet above floor, m 
H met height at which U met is measured, m 
J wind factor parameter 

stack factor parameter 
pressure flow exponent 

M 

n 
Pmet power law exponent of wind speed profile at 

the meteorological station 
p power law exponent of wind speed profile at 

the building site 
Q flow rate,; m3/s 
Qcdllns ceiling flow, 111�/s 
Qj/oor noor flow, m3/s 
Qjl .. � nuclti replace now, m3/s 
Qs stack effect now, rn3 /s 
Qstackin stack effect inflow, m3/s 
Qstackout stack effect outflow, m3/s 
Qw wind effect flow, m3/s 
Qwall wal l flQw, m3/s 
Qwau, ; wall flow through wall i, m3/s 
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Qwallin inflow through wall, m3 /s 
Qwallout outflow through wall, m3/s 
R combined fraction of leakage in the floor plus 

ceiling 
R* crawlspace wind factor parameter for R 
Sw total wind shelter factor 
Swo wind shelter factor for building walls 
Swflue wind shelter factor for flues and fireplaces 
T;11 indoor temperature, K 
Tout outdoor temperature, K 
U wind speed at eaves height at the building 

site, mis 
U met wind speed at the meteorological site, mis 
X difference in leakage fraction between the 
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